Manufacturing Fashion since 1935

A BSCI & ETI Socially Audited, SEDEX Registered,
ISO 9001:2008 Management System & ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Systems Certified,
Oekotex Standard 100 Certified, National Award Winning,
Government of India Recognised Star Export House
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About us
A

s history is built over time, so has Marcos weathered with

the ever changing and dynamic fashion cycles to build its mark
in the fashion industry. Established in the early 1930's as a
small multi product trading company, Marco's has grown to be
one of

the biggest Fashion Accessories Export Houses in

India. Metamorphosing with the changing times, Marcos
changed its constitution in 1979 to become a private company
limited by shares and has since been lauded with various
accolades and recognitions. Marcos has very recently been
conferred with the highest export turnover award by the
Government of India and also recognised as a Star Export
House, a recognition conferred on a select few companies
allowing them to stand out amongst a million others in this
highly competitive and ever dynamic industry.

Textile

Manufacturing Setup

Having access to the large artisan pool to
produce machine or hand embroideries gives
an added advantage to produce value added
textiles in line with the latest trends in the
deisgn world.
Our inhouse cutting, sewing and finishing unit
encompasses the best machinery available to
help us achieve the highest product volume output with the lowest quality defects.
All our products go through a stringent Quality control process using latest safety
check devices like needle detectors etc which has enabled us to have a client base
spread across the globe.
Our packing department has expertise to give all kinds of packings, be is indivisual,
assortments, gift wrappings etc so that our customers products can go straight to
the shops from the port without wasting expensive warehouse space and repacking
charges hence we help cut costs at each stage of process control to dispatch.

Having access to the best spinning and blending techniques allows us to produce
various counts of yarns in both conventional and GOTS certified organic varieties
of cotton, viscose, bamboo , linen, jute , silk , polyester , acrylic, wool, and many
other varied base yarns in different weaves and knits of twill, dobby, jacquard,
slub etc using traditional handloom to fully automatic sulzer machines.
Our process house employs the best printing and dyeing techniques conforming
to produce both conventional and organic certified dyed and printed fabrics be it
yarn dyeing to piece dyeing and thereafter printing using discharge, screen print
or reactive processes.
Using high precision digital printers has added an entirely
new dimension to our printing capabilities by allowing us to
create wondrous textures and effects on fabrics of any
composition to produce effects of traditionally unthinkable
proportions.
Our expertise and experience accumulated over decades of
being in this field allows us in picking
the best processes and techniques at
the most commercial price points
helping our customers design team
create the most fabulous outcomes in
line with the buying teams price
conscious targets.

Oekotex Standard 100 Certified

We use Eco-Friendly Azo-Free Dyes in all
products we manufacture

Jewelery

Manufacturing Setup

Scarves, Stoles,
Pareos & Bandanas

Caps

&Hats

Fashion Bags

Oekotex Standard
100 Certified

Fashion &
Sterling Silver
Jewelery

Home
Accessories

Corporate Social Responsibility
As a responsible corporate group , we consider the interests of
society by taking responsibility for the impact of our activities on our
suppliers & employees as well as the environment. Our obligation is
seen to extend beyond the statutory obligation to comply with
legislation of the country to making sure that we somehow contribute to
the betterment of our suppliers, employees and society as a whole.
We are associated with various social programmes , trusts and charities
and independently engage in activities such as contributing to provide
a higher level of education to the children of our employees for their
better future and also trying to give back to society by contributing our
resources , both financial and otherwise, for various social programmes
for the upliftment of the villagefolk and have a properly penned down
and monitored system of making sure that no child or adult is exploited
in any manner whatsoever in the manufacturing of our product lines.
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Code of Conduct
Our company being a socially compliant audited supplier of the Business Social
Compliance Initiative (BSCI) , Ethical trading Initiative (ETI) and Supplier Data
Exchange (SEDEX) adheres in letter and spirit to the code of conducts laid therein.
These social and environmental code of conducts have been agreed to, and laid
down, by a joint conglomerate of more than 600 member retailers from around the
world. These code of conducts can be studied in detail online at www.bsci-eu.org (for
BSCI) www.ethicaltrade.org (for ETI) and www.sedexglobal.com (for SEDEX) and for
the main charter points listed below
1.

Legal Compliance

2. Freedom of Association and the Right to Collective Bargaining
3. Prohibition of Discrimination
4. Compensation
5. Working Hours
6. Workplace Health and Safety
7. Prohibition of Child Labour
8. Prohibition of Forced Labour and Disciplinary Measures
9. Environment and Safety Issues
10. Management Systems

ETI Socially Audited

BSCI Socially Audited

Supplier Ethical Data
Exchange Registered

OFFICE & SHOWROOM:
A-83/4, Naraina Industrial Area, Ph-I,
New Delhi-110028 (INDIA)
Tel. : +(91)-11-41412004
Fax : +(91)-11-41412005

FACTORY:
# 503. Sector-53, E.P.I.P,
HSIIDC Kundli Industrial Estate,
Haryana -131028 (INDIA)
Ph# +91-130-2121221

E-mail: Sales@MarcosInternational.com • www.MarcosInternational.com
Sales: India: +(91)-9810261874. Sweden: +(46)-705955858.
New Zealand: +(64)-21445594. London: + (44) -7924304960

